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Norton Anthology English Literature By
her letters garnering space inThe Norton Anthology of Literature by Womenas well asThe Norton Anthology of English
Literature. The ways we read Montagu, however, have become increasingly complicated ...
Feminist Nightmares: Women At Odds: Feminism and the Problems of Sisterhood
Jeremy Lopez takes up these questions by tracing a history of anthologies of 'non-Shakespearean' drama from Robert
Dodsley's Select Collection of Old Plays (1744) through those recently published by ...
Constructing the Canon of Early Modern Drama
She has brought Anne Lock into the canon with her The Collected Works of Anne Vaughan Lock, so that a once-obscure
Calvinist now appears in the Norton Anthology of English Literature and speaks to ...
Tribute to Susan Felch
Alice Walker, Maya Angelou, Rita Dove, Gloria Naylor, Jamaica Kincaid, and Terry McMillan." -Preface, The Norton Anthology
of African American Literature, xxxiii.
Major African-American Authors
She has also authored a collection of essays about poetry, Object Lessons: The Life of the Woman and the Poet in Our Time
(1995), and she is coauthor (with Mark Strand) of The Making of a Poem: A ...
College of Arts and Sciences
For the next 34 years, he taught American literature ... in The Norton Anthology of World Masterpieces. He is often credited
with raising the popularity of Rumi in the English-speaking world ...
10 Baylor Community Members Receive Awards
Lin, A. M. Y., & Motha, S. (forthcoming). To appear in Ruth Arber, Michiko Weinmann, & Jillian Blackmore (Eds.)
(forthcoming), Rethinking Languages Education ...
Book Chapters
“E. E. Cummings: Complete Poems, 1904-1962,” edited by George James Firmage (Liveright Classics/W.W. Norton, 1,136
pages, $50) Consider the typical high school literature anthology ...
Poems that never grow old
“Village” is an updated Spoon River Anthology spoken by the living ... Pushkin is famously untranslatable. Joseph Brodsky in
English, even in poems he translated himself, sounds like a man with a ...
Hither & yon
who has been too little treated in critical literature. It is less successful with Williams, who persistently violates rules
necessary to Elgin's argument (an "English country town inhabited by the ...
Science Fiction Studies
American literature, of course, bears a heavy heritage of pulpdom ... so does America, this great anthology, continually
reinvent itself—and so do American lives. Always the shape of the life looms ...
Patricia Highsmith
Since the earliest days of the web, Professor of English Eric Nye has been compiling links to online resources that may
enhance the work done by students of literature within the department. The links ...
Webliography for English Studies
So declared Alexander Pope sometime in the 1730s, fully confident that he, too, would soon be considered a “landmark” of
English literature. This course offers an introduction to the history of ...
ENGL 2001 British Literature to 1800
Extend student knowledge, "visit" far-off cultures, explore key ideas, and capture student interests and imaginations with
these recommended literature ... A Contemporary Anthology Edited by ...
Ties to Literature
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For so it had never yet been. – Rainer Maria Rilke Translated from the German by M.D. Herter Norton Trapp, Jacob, ed.
Modern Religious Poems: A Contemporary Anthology. New York: Harper and Row, 1964.
Poems for September
Dr. Balázs teaches creative writing, Western humanities, and literature. He also serves as associate head of the English
Department ... 25 Anniversary Fiction Anthology and Robert Olen Butler ...
Interfaith Discussion On Judaism Sunday At Christ Episcopal Church
Independence Day holds a special historic significance and is often reflected in art and literature and Malayalam cinema is
no different. On this 75th Independence Day, let’s take a look at some ...
Happy Independence Day 2021: Patriotic Malayalam songs, you can tune into
The New Yorker and its legions of writers are highly influential here, as is Anderson's eclectic love of literature ... Watching
this anthology-style film is like leafing through an edition ...
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